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Jungle Code

You and Sphero have explored all that you can and have made some fantastic 
discoveries. It's time to go home. Program Sphero to communicate with your 
base camp that you are ready to be picked up.  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:  
• I will learn about binary code.
• I will learn how to use Morse Code.
• I will program Sphero to send a message.
• I will effectively use loops to create an ongoing message.

Tags: loops loop until block coding colors lights communication

Grades: 3 to 8 | Duration: Up To 1 Hour

Supplies: Scratch paper and pencil.

This project was developed by 
Sphero® and is featured on 
MakerHub with their permission. 

For more makerspace projects, 
visit makerhub.demco.com.



Step #1: Exploration - Binary Code

Binary code represents text, data, or other computer processor instructions. It uses a two-symbol system

of 0 and 1. Binary code assigns a pattern of binary digits, known as "bits," to each character or instruction.

That means every time you type something, send an email or text message, all that data is being

transmitted as a series of zeros and ones across the internet until it reaches its destination. Read more about

Binary code here.

Thanks to War and Peas for the funny binary comic :)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_code
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Step #2: Exploration - Morse Code

Morse code has been used for well over a hundred years to encode and transmit messages over long

distances. Each set of dots and dashes represents a letter or number. Look at the chart below to better

understand this.

Write your name vertically on a piece of scratch paper and then write the dots and dashes for each

letter next to it.

Write your birthday using morse code and give it to a friend to decode. Did they get it right?

Take a picture of your name in morse code and attach it to this step.
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Step #3: Skill Building - Interpreting a Message

Educator Tip:

I would encourage students to write their name vertically as seen below so they can easily see the

breakdown of letters.

Open the attached program and run in on Sphero.

Watch the lights.

Write a dash each time you see a long light.

Write a dot each time you see a short light.

A different color represents a new letter, so go to the next line and start writing the next set.

What message did Sphero have for you?

Educator Tip:

The message is "blast off". Allow students to run the program as many times as necessary.
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Step #4: Challenge - Time to Go!

A strobe block was used in the example program to make Sphero blink the various dashes and dots. The

strobe block allows you to program the main LED on Sphero to blink any given color for a given period of

time.

Below you can see the strobe block labeled. This is what each circle on the block controls:

Color - sets the color of the Main LED

Period - sets the amount of time the Main LED will light up

Longer periods require more time (dashes). Shorter periods need less time (dots).

Count - sets the number of times that the Main LED will light up

Now it's time to program a message to signal base camp. Write a brief message that Sphero will transmit

using morse code and lights. This message needs to make it clear that you are ready to be picked up.

And one more thing...this message needs to repeat over and over and over again until you are picked up

and headed back to camp. Which block have you used that will allow you to repeat your message over and
over?
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Step #5: Extended Challenge

Ask your students what they need to do to the message to keep it going - in this case it would be a loop. 

Encourage them to put a longer break or delay at the end of their message to distinguish a new loop or 

add something else creative!

You can level this for different students needs, if a student is struggling with the concept, they should do a 

short message like SOS. If a student is more advanced, push them to have a more complex message and 

add in a loop until block.

In some cases, adding sounds and movement to your Morse Code message may prove useful. Watch this

#ThursdayLearnDay video featuring Binary Bill and learn how to take your Morse Code messages to a

whole new level.

Morse Code - Thursday Learn Day

YouTube video: https://youtu.be/thMgd0APqOk

Educator Tip:

Either play the video as a whole class or allow students to explore the video and program on their own. In

this program they will begin to see how variables and functions can be used.

Educator Tip:
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https://edu.sphero.com/remixes/1708397
https://youtu.be/thMgd0APqOk



